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About the Virtual Gallery Stroll...

When attending the experience is not possible, it becomes our task to bring the experience to the people. This virtual stroll was created to provide access to an unlimited avenue for learning and exploration. Each page features an image of each virtual experience, a brief description with instructions, a suggested audience and access codes (QR Codes and Bit.ly links). It is self-paced and interactive which will give viewers an opportunity to explore the following:

- The Harlem Renaissance
- The History of Black Detroit
- Poets of the Black Arts Movement
- The History of Black Detroit
- Black Women’s History
- The HBCU Experience
- Phenomenal Women of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority
- A Virtual Wellness Spa
- Self-Discovery: Career Exploration
- Pinktastic Space for Black Girls
- Pinky’s Hangout
Club 1908: A Virtual Harlem Renaissance Experience

This is an interactive experience that will provide viewers with the opportunity to learn more about the musicians, artists, entertainers and other key figures that comprised the Harlem Renaissance. To active the links in the experience press “PRESENT”.

Audience: All ages (There is a section designated for children.)

This is a taste of black arts featuring poets from the Black Arts Movement. When you need a moment to clear your thoughts, allow these black voices to speak and elevate your mind. Press “Present” then “Next.” The button beside each poet will start the listening experience.
AKAnook: In Celebration of Black Women’s History & Literacy

This is a virtual room that contains a book nook. It features phenomenal black women from various places who have made amazing contributions to society globally. Pressing “present” will activate the triangle links and will allow the viewer to listen, see, read or watch.

Audience: All ages (*There are read-a-loud books for younger children)

The AKA Room

This room highlights some of the most notable and impactful women of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Incorporated®. It was created by member Rakiba Mitchell. Press “present” with activate the heart links which contain videos and articles.

Audience= All ages

https://bit.ly/3vX8L1s
This interactive experience will provide an in depth understanding of the History of Black Detroit. It contains links to videos, articles and images. Audience = 12+
This is a virtual room that features various figures, places and elements that contribute to the history of Black Detroit. Pressing “Present” will activate the triangular links. Audience = All Ages

https://bit.ly/3bA3GDx
The HBCU Room

Scan the QR CODE or click the bit.ly to access the HBCU Room. Pressing “PRESENT” will activate the sun links. Audience= 12+


CLICK HERE to explore the VIRTUAL HBCU Experience
Sepia: A Virtual Wellness Spa

This is an interactive spa experience created for black women that promotes positivity, wellness and self care. Pressing “PRESENT” will allow you to choose your own experience.

Audience: ≥16+

https://bit.ly/3cuQCh0
The Discovery Room: Find YOUR Career Path

This room is intended to prevent “summer melt.” Students can explore various post secondary options, use the match & fit tools and acquire checklist to assist with college applications.

Audience: High School

https://bit.ly/2SrF0Y7
This is an interactive room for young black girls that promotes self esteem and positive self awareness. Users are able to paint, write poetry, play piano, do yoga and listen to powerful videos. The triangle links become active after pressing “PRESENT.”

Audience: Ages 8-12

This is an interactive room that celebrates black music. The circles are links to songs that provide a soundtrack the experience of being black in America. To activate the experience press “PRESENT.”

Audience = ALL